Where
(in the library)
do **YOU** belong?

Answer the four questions on the next page by circling the letter for each answer that best represents YOU.
Questions

1. How do you prefer to study?
   U. Quietly & alone
   V. Quietly but with others
   W. With a small group
   X. With lots of people and activity
   Y. I learn by doing
   Z. Researching history

2. What phrase best describes your outlook?
   U. Silence is golden
   V. Music is my life
   W. Collaboration is key
   X. I want to be where the action is
   Y. There’s no harm in trying
   Z. The past is future

3. What’s your approach to fashion?
   U. Something understated and classic
   V. Something relaxed and colorful
   W. Something comfortable and versatile
   X. Something fun and trendy
   Y. Something bright and bold
   Z. Something unique & timeless

4. Which book title is most likely to intrigue you?
   U. True Grit (Portis)
   V. High Fidelity (Homby)
   W. Harry Potter & the Sorcerer’s Stone (Rowling)
   X. Jurassic Park (Crichton)
   Y. Makers (Doctorow)
   Z. Time Traveler’s Wife (Niffenegger)
Scoring

Enter the letter you selected for each question:

Question 1: Letter: __________

Question 2: Letter: __________

Question 3: Letter: __________

Question 4: Letter: __________

Which letter did you select the most? __________

If you did not select one letter more than another, you scored a Wildcard.

See where in the library you belong on the back of this brochure.

*Our thanks to the UC Merced Library for this quiz idea.*

See the library spaces for yourself!

1865 W Cesar Chavez Ln, Boise, ID 83725
(208) 426-1204
Where (in the library) **YOU** belong!

*If you scored mostly Us… You belong in the *McCain Reading Room!*
Quiet and stately, you know the power of your own intuition and personal motivation. The McCain Reading Room, a bright and spacious study area, has what you need to embrace calm and quiet, and focus on your work.

*If you scored mostly Vs… You belong in our *Music Room!*
Casual and understated, you understand the importance of downtime spent in comfort. In L302, you will find cozy chairs, CDs, LPs, and listening/viewing equipment that bring the spirit of relaxation into your fast-paced life.

*If you scored mostly Ws… You belong to a *Group Study Room!*
You understand that those who go fastest in life, go together. Collaboration and versatility are key to your worldview. In a Group Study Room, you have the flexibility you need to work effectively with your like-minded colleagues.

*If you scored mostly Xs… You belong on the *First Floor!*
Sociable and open, you make multi-tasking an art. You know that in order to get ahead you need to be in the middle of the action – which is why you’re stimulated by the computers, people, and constant activity on the 1st Floor.

*If you scored mostly Ys… You belong in the *MakerLab!*
Bold and innovative, you relish the chance to take life by the horns. In L201A, you’ll find cutting-edge technology that will help you move toward your exciting future. [makerlab.boisestate.edu](http://makerlab.boisestate.edu).

*If you scored mostly Zs… You belong in *Special Collections & Archives!*
You love investigating and uncovering secrets from the past. Special Collections and Archives gives you access to unique and timeless treasures from medieval books to space exploration.

*If you scored a Wildcard… You belong in every library space!*
Versatile with a variety of interests, you love new experiences. You can enjoy a different library space each day, from the calm and quiet to the active and collaborative, depending on your mood.